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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Automatic control has played an extremely important role in the fields of engineering and science. It is vital in the study of missile-guidance systems, robotic systems,
aircraft systems, and many other applicable systems concerned with engineering problems. Reasons for the development of complex systems are found in the knowledge of
science, engineering, the demands of society for more effective and efficient solutions
of complex environmental, production, transportation, and other problems, the development of military and defense technology, and the advances in computer science and
computer applications. System analysis includes the idea of mathematical modeling,
that is, the representation of real systems by mathematical systems. The mathematical image created by the use of system analysis involves many simplifications
and idealizations. Additional effects may be taken into account in order to obtain a
more precise mathematical description of the motion, but only at the cost of added
complexity, time, and effort in the analysis. Therefore, the mathematical model of
the system should not be made unnecessarily complicated by inclusion of trivial or
irrelevant factors. There are many analytical techniques available for the design of
control systems, all of which require a knowledge and understanding of the system
to be controlled. The motions of control systems are usually derived by considering
the physics of the system and writing down the relevant equations of motion. For
example, it is usual to apply Newton's laws of motion when one considers the case of
mechanical systems.
We consider some of these physical systems in detail with emphasis on representing
the systems in mathematical models according to the appropriate laws. We then
study some of the basic concepts of control theory and relate them to our systems.
1

In representing the systems in mathematical models, we present them in state space
form and apply the concepts of control theory and physics to conceive forced motions.
In particular, we concentrate our study on mechanical systems with a spring-mass
configuration and multiple problems concerned with the pendulum.
After a state space representation has been derived for the given mechanical system, certain parameters are applied to the system such as the mass, spring constant,
and any other variables. The system is then solved mathematically with a given set
of initial conditions using Matlab. Animations of these systems are then done in the
programming language Java. By using Java, one may create applets that are referred
to in Web pages. To create an applet, code is written in the Java language and
compiled using the Java compiler. Platform independence is one of the most significant advantages that Java has over other programming languages, particularly for
systems that need to work on many different platforms. In other words, Java has the
capability of moving easily from one computer system to another. Thus, a user may
download a Web page and view Java applets embedded within HTML code without
having the Java program on their system. After the Matlab programs are written and
the Java applets are compiled, a need arises to relate the two programs. The Matlab
program solves the system and returns a vector containing the displacements of the
system. This information is then sent to a text file from Matlab. Java then reads the
text file containing the displacements, which are used in the actual animation of the
system. The information sent from the Matlab program must be modified so that the
Java program is able to read and interpret the results. Although these modifications
are done, the numerical values still yield a desirable result. The ultimate goal is to
present a system using an applet in which the user is able to interact. Java has many
capabilities ranging from simple animations to very complex applications. We explore
Java's capabilities with mathematics.

To fully comprehend the system analysis and control theory of the mathematical
models and equations of motion, it is important to be introduced to some basic concepts and definitions used throughout this work. We first cover some basic definitions
and classifications of different types of systems and their relevance to control theory.
We then look at two important concepts in control theory. The first is a derivation
for the transfer function of a single-input, single-output system. We then extend the
dimension of our system and study multiple-input, multiple-output systems, where
the number of inputs do not necessarily equal the number of outputs. After we represent our systems in state space form, we then apply concepts of controllability and
observability. In addition, we examine the stability of certain systems. If a system
meets a certain criteria, we may apply a control input that will stabilize the s}'stem,
and in certain instances, return our system to equilibrium. The method we examine is called pole placement. Since the computational work may be done in Matlab,
methods are studied to do so. We also examine the methods used in Java and Matlab.
It is understood that the reader is familiar with Matlab. Although the code for the
Java applets are included in the Appendix, the methods used for the programs will
be understood if the reader obtains a copy of a basic Java programming book.

1.1 Definitions and Concepts
Control theory and the role it has in system analysis is a vast and sometimes
complicated field. Let us now restrict our attention to some particular terms, concepts, and classifications of control systems. A system is a combination of components
working together in order to perform a certain task. We usually refer to our piece
of equipment or machine as a plant. With regards to our system, we usually ha\'e
input and output. For example, in a simple spring system, the input would be the
external force, and the output would be the displacement. Sometimes we may have

signals which adversely affect the value of the output to the system. These signals
are referred to as disturbances. A system that maintains a prescribed relationship
between the output and some reference input by comparing them and using the difference as a means of control is called a feedback control system. An example would
be an air-conditioning system. By measuring the actual temperature and comparing
it with the desired temperature, the system turns the machine on or off to ensure
the room temperature remains at a comfortable level. Feedback control systems are
often referred to as closed-loop control systems. The difference between the input
signal and the feedback signal is fed to the controller to reduce the error and bring
the output of the system to the desired level. Those systems in which the output
has no effect on the control action are called open-loop control systems. If an airconditioning system has to be manually operated to change the output, or the level
of the temperature, then it would be represented in open-loop form.
In control engineering, the equations of motion that represent the system is known
as the mathematical model. These are usually a set of differential equations. The
system represents an approximation to the actual dynamic and steady state behavior
of the system. Recall that one of our major goals is to represent our system in
state space form. The state of a system is defined as a minimal set of variables
Xi{t), X2{t),- • • , Xn{t) that uniquely describe the behavior of the system for any time
t > to, the initial state Xi{to),X2{to)j' • • ^Xn{to) being known. The state variables
Xi{t),X2{t),' • • ,Xn{t) can be considered as components of a state vector X{t) in
an n-dimensional vector or state space. State variables and the concept of state
space can be applied to a variety of processes. Through our problems, we consider
those processes which may be described by ordinary differential equations or algebraic
equations. For the purposes of the control system design, this model should show how
the system output is affected by changes in the system input. The aim of the control
4

system is to reduce the error in output by means of changes in the system input.
Mathematical models are often constructed in order to obtain a greater understanding
of the behavior of the system or to investigate some aspect of the system design and
possibly amend to improve it.
Control systems may be classified in a various number of ways. Let us consider
a few that will become important to us later. First, a system may be classified as
a linear system or a non-Unear system. However, systems may be linearized if the
range of variations of the system variables is not wide. If a mathematical model is
non-linear, it must be linearized by restricting attention to small perturbations of the
mathematical model around a given reference state. The nonlinear equations may
be expanded into Taylor series expansions around the reference state, then all terms
after the first-order terms are neglected. Other methods are also used to linearize nonlinear equations. Most concepts are centered around linear theory, thus linearization is
vital. A time-invariant control system is one whose parameters do not vary with time.
These systems are constant coefficient control systems. Those systems that contain
at least one parameter varying with time are called time-varying control systems. In
a continuous-time control system, all variables are functions of a continuous time t.
A discrete-time control system involves one or more variables that are known only at
discrete instants of time.
We now discuss the stability concepts of a system. Any control system must be
stable. This is a primary requirement. In addition to absolute stability, a control
system must have a reasonable relative stability; that is, the response must show
reasonable damping. Also, the speed of the response must be reasonably fast and the
control system must be capable of reducing errors to zero or to some small tolerable
level. Any useful control system must satisfy these requirements. For our purposes,
we may define a system to be asymptotically stable if and only if all eigenvalues are

located in the left-hand side of the complex plane. Otherwise the system is said to
be unstable. We will study concepts that will allow us to choose a particular control
signal that will drive the system to stability.
Furthermore, a system may have only one input and one output; or. it may be
a more complex multiple-input and multiple-output configuration. We need these
terms, concepts, and classifications when we consider different types of systems. We
need to know how to recognize when to apply certain methods to certain systems.
and these concepts give us the tools necessary to accomplish this. These are only
a few classifications of control systems that will be of interest to us when we study
specific examples. We now present certain concepts of control systems that will be
studied with each system that is derived.
A system is said to be controllable at time ^o if it is possible by means of an
unconstrained control vector to transfer the system from any initial state x{to) to
any other state in a finite interval of time. A system is said to be observable at
time ^0 if? with the system in state x(to), it is possible to determine this state from
the observation of the output over a finite time interval. These concepts play an
important role in the design of control systems in state space. In fact, these conditions
may govern the existence of a solution to the control system design problem.
Consider a continuous-time system
x = Ax-\-Bu,

(1.1)

where x is the state n-vector, u is the scalar control signal. A is an n x n matrix, and
B is n X 1. For the system (1.1) to be controllable, the rank of the n x n matrix
[B

AB--

A^'-'^B]

(1.2)

must be n. This matrix is known as the controllability matrix. For example, consider

the system given by
Xi
—

"1
0

1"
-1

'1

Xi

.^2.

+ 0 u.

(1.3)

Since the controUabilitv matrix

[B

AB] = 1 1

(1.4)

0 0

is singular, the system is not controllable. Thus, a solution to this problem may not
exist. Otherwise, if the controllability matrix is nonsingular. the rank would be n.
and the system would be controllable.
Now consider the following system
X = Ax -\- Bu

(1.5)

y = Cx -\- Du,
where x is the state 7i-vector, u is the control r-vector, y is the output m-vector, .4
is n X n, B is n X r, C is m X n, and D is mx r. The system in (1.5) is completely
output controllable if and only if the m x (n + l)r matrix

[CB

CAB

CA'B-CA''-'B

D]

(1.6)

is of rank m. Now let us examine the unforced system
X = Ax

(1.7)

y = Cx.
where x is the state n-vector, y is the output m-vector, A is n x n, and C is m x n.
The system (1.7) is completely observable if and only if the n x nm matrix

[C*

A*C*---{A*Y-^C*],

(1.8)

where X* is the conjugate transpose of X, is of rank n. This matrix is known as the
observability matrix.
The transfer function of a linear, time-invariant, differential equation system is
the ratio of the Laplace transform of the output to the Laplace transform of the
input assuming all initial conditions are zero. If the transfer function of a system is
known, the output can be studied with a view toward understanding the nature of
the system. It actually includes the units necessary to relate the input to the output.
Before we examine the transfer function, we need to study concepts of the Laplace
transform. The Laplace transform is an operational method that can be used to solve
linear differential equations. By use of Laplace transforms, one may convert many
common functions into algebraic functions of a complex variable s. Let us define f{t)
as a function of time t such that /(t) = 0 for t < 0 ,and let s be a complex variable.
Furthermore, define C as the operational system and F{s) as the Laplace transform
of f{t). Then the Laplace transform of f{t) is given by
/•OO

£[/(<)] = F{s) = /

f{t)e-"dt.

(1.9)

Jo

The reverse process of finding the time function f{t) from the Laplace transform F{s)
is called the inverse Laplace transform. The notation is given by
C-'[F{s)] = .f(t).

(1.10)

Instead of pursuing the theory and calculations of Laplace transforms, we simply state
without proof certain transforms we need. Suppose f{t) has a Laplace transform.
Then the Laplace transform of Af{t), where A is a constant, is given by
C[Am]

= AC[f{t)].

(1.11)

Similarly, if functions fi{t) and f2{t) have Laplace transforms, then the Laplace
8

transform of the function fi{t) -\- /2(t) is given by
C[fi{t) + /2(t)] = £[/i(i)l + C[Mt)]-

(1-12)

The Laplace transform of the derivative of a function f{t) is given by
C[f{t)] = sF{s) - m ,

(1.13)

where /(O) is the initial value of f{t) evaluated at t = 0. Similarly, we obtain the
following relationship for the second derivative of f{t):
£[/(*)] = s'F{s) - s/(0) - /(O),

(1.14)

where /(O) is the value of f(t) evaluated at t = 0. These are some basic properties
and formulas that are necessary for formulating the transfer function.
Consider a single-input, single-output system represented in state space:
x = Ax-\-Bu

(1-15)

y = Cx -\- Du,
where x is the state n-vector, u is the control r-vector, y is the output m-vector, .4
is an 72 X n matrix, B is an n x r matrix, C is an m x n matrix, and D is an m x r
matrix. The transfer function is defined by

G(5) = J^M,

(1.16)

where Y{s) is the Laplace transform of the output and U{s) is the Laplace transform
of the input. The Laplace transforms of (1.15) are given by
sX{s) - x{0) = AX{s) -h BU{s)
Y{s) =

CX{s)-^DU{s).
9

(1.17)

We are assuming all initial conditions are zero, thus x{0) = 0 and we obtain
sX{s)-AX{s)

= BU{s),

(1.18)

{sI-A)-'BU{s).

(1.19)

or
X{s) =

Now substituting (1.19) into the output equation in (1.17) gives us
Y{s) = [C(sl - A)-^B + D]U{s).

(1.20)

Thus, we obtain the equation for the transfer function of a single-input, single-output
system:
G{s) =

U{s)

'^=C{sI-A)-'B

+ D.

(1.21)

Suppose now we have a multiple-input, multiple-output system. Let us assume we
have r inputs lii, 1*2, • • • ,Ur and m outputs 2/1,2/2, • *' ? 2/m- We would like to derive the
transfer function for a multiple-input, multiple-output system. In fact, the transfer
function for this type of configuration is actually a matrix. Thus, for this multipleinput and multiple-output general system, let us write the r inputs in vector form
and the m outputs in vector form. Hence, let us define

Y =

2/1
2/2

Ui

,u =

JJm _

U2

(1.22)

Ur

The transfer matrix G(s) relates the output Y{s) to the input U(s), or
Y{s) = G{s)U(s).

(1.23)

Since the input vector U is r-dimensional and the output vector Y is m-dimensional.
the transfer matrix is an m x r matrix. In expanded form, our transfer matrix ma>10

be written in the form
Guis)

Gi2{s)

G2l{s)

G22{S)

y2{s)
Ym(s)

Gir{s)'
Goris)

l\{s)
1'2{S)

(1.24)

Gmris)

Uris)
The {i.j)th element Gij{s) of G{s) is the transfer function relating the i-xh output
Gml{s)

Gm2{s)

to the j - t h input. The transfer matrix G(s) is related to the matrices A,B.C. and D
in the svstem
X = Ax -t- Bu

(1.2.5)

y = Cx -\- Du
in the following way. We may take Laplace transforms of (1.25) just as we did with the
single-input, single-output system to develop the transfer matrix for a multiple-input,
multiple-output system. In this case we get the analogous result

G{s) = C{sI-A)-^B-^D.

(1.26)

In this case. G{s) is a multi-dimensional expression. Clearly, the transfer function
expression derived earlier is a special case of this transfer matrix expression.

1.2 Control System Design and Matlab
We now present the approach to the design of regulators. Regulator systems are
feedback control systems that wiU bring nonzero states to the origin with a sufficient
speed. The approach used to achieve this desired state of designing regulator systems
is to construct an asymptotically stable closed-loop system by specifying the desired
locations for the closed-loop poles. This may be accomplished by the use of state
feedback. We assume the control vector to be zi = —Kx and determine the feedback
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gain matrix K such that the system will have the desired characteristic equation.
This design scheme is referred to as pole placement.
Suppose that the system is defined by
X =^ Ax -\- Bu,

(1.2:

u = —Kx.

(1.28)

and the control signal is given by

The feedback gain matrix K that forces the eigenvalues oiA—BK to be /zi, //2, • • • < /^n
can be determined by the following steps. For arbitrary pole placement, it is necessary and sufficient that the system be completely state controllable. Thus, we first
check the controllability condition of the system. We then form the characteristic
polynomial for the matrix A. This is given by
|A/ - A| = A" + aiX^~^ H

h ftn-iA + an-

(1.29)

We then determine the values ai,a2, • • • ,a„ from the characteristic equation. Next.
we determine the transformation matrix T that transforms the system state equation
into the controllable canonical form. The transformation matrix T is given by

0„_2

fln-S

r

•

ai

•

1 0
(1.30)

T =C
ai

1

•
•

1
0

0
0

0
0

where C is the controllability matrix for the system. Using the desired eigenvalues,
which are the desired closed-loop poles, write the desired characteristic polynomial
(A - /ii)(A - M2) • • • (A - fin) = A" -h aiA" ' + ••• + tt„_iA -F a„.

12

(1.31)

and determine the values of Q;I, Q;2, • • • , Q;„. The required state feedback matrix K can
be determined by
K = [ki k2] .

(1.32)

Substitute this matrix K into the desired characteristic polynomial |A/ - .4 + BK\
and equate it to (A - /xi)(A — ^12), or
\XI-A-\-

BK\ = (A - /ii)(A - fi2).

(1.33)

Both sides of the equations are in terms of A, so we may solve for the values of ki and
k2 by equating coefficients. There are many other methods used for pole placement.
These methods allow us to place eigenvalues, as long as the system is controllable, that
will cause the system to be stable. We look at one more method of pole placement,
which is called Ackermann's formula. The mathematical computing program Matlab
has a command in the control systems class that allows us to use this method. Thus,
implementing Ackermann's formula in Matlab allows us to calculate the feedback gain
matrix K given a set of desired eigenvalues. Let us now study the formula. Consider
the system
x = Ax + Bu.

(1.34)

We assume that the system is completely state controllable. We also assume that the
desired closed-loop poles are at s = /ii, s = /i2, •' • , 5 = //„. We calculate the desired
characteristic equation and define it as (j){s). The feedback gain matrix K, given by
Ackermann's formula, is
i^=[0

0 •••

{) \\[B

AB

--•

.4"-iB]"V(.4),

where (i){A) is the desired characteristic equation evaluated at the matrix .4.
13

(1.35)

We now turn our attention to computing the feedback gain matrix using the
mathematical computing software Matlab. We first examine pole placement for a
single-input system. Matlab contains a command to compute K using Ackermanns
formula. Given the single-input system
x = Ax + Bu.

(1.36)

and a vector p of desired closed-loop pole locations, the command acker uses .A.ckermanns formula to calculate the gain matrix K such that the state feedback u = —Kx
places the closed-loop poles at the locations p.

In other words.the eigenvalues of

A — BK match the entries of p up to ordering. This method is not numerically reliable and starts to break down rapidly for problems of order greater than fi\'e or for
weakly controllable systems. In this example, we define the system x = -4x + Bu
with the matrices
.4 =

0 1
20.6 0

B

(1.37)

Since the characteristic roots are A = ±4.539, the system is unstable. By using a
particular state feedback control u = -Kx.

we may choose eigenvalues of .4 - BK

that will stabilize the system. Let us assume the desired closed-loop poles are at
^ = —1.8±2.4z. The choices of the desired eigenvalues depend on a number of
parameters. For example, many dynamical systems have solutions that involve exponential functions with negative powers. The powers of these exponential functions
include the eigenvalues of the system. The larger the power of the exponential, the
faster the solution will approach zero. For a desired oscillation, the power of the
exponential must be reasonably small. We wish to obtain the state feedback gain
matrix K. The concept that is portrayed in the displayed Matlab program is used
in each system for pole placement. After pole placement is done, the control signal
14

may be implemented to give us a new system. Below is a short Matlab program that
computes the feedback gain matrix for this particular example.
A=[0,l;20.6;0];
B=[0;1];
p=[-1.8+2.4i,-1.8-2.4i] ;
K=acker(A,B,p)
When this program is operated in Matlab, we get the values ki = 29.6 and k2 = 3.6.
Thus, for these values of K, the eigenvalues of ^ - BK will he fi = —1.8 ± 2.4i.
Therefore, with the control signal u — —Kx, the system will be stable.
Another command in Matlab that computes the feedback gain matrix K is the
place command.

This command allows a single-input system or a multiple-input

system. The place command is also a more reliable alternative. This command computes a feedback gain matrix K that achieves the desired closed-loop pole locations
p, assuming all of the inputs of the plant are control inputs. The length of p must
match the row size of A. Below is a short Matlab program that demonstrates usage
of the place command. The same system is used as before.
A=[0,l;20.6;0];
B=[0;1];
p=[-1.8+2.4i,-1.8-2.4i] ;
K=place(A,B,p)
As suspected, using the place command gives us the same results as the acker command.
We have examined pole-placement for designing a control system. The determined
feedback gain matrix is a matrix that is implemented in the control signal of the

15

system. These values will stabilize the system and place it at equilibrium. Once we
have calculated the the feedback gain matrix, the control signal is implemented, and
we then have a system of the form
x = Ax.

(1.38)

The solution to this system is
x{t)=e^'x{to),

(1.39)

where x{to) is the initial value given for the system. There are a number of ways of
solving these types of systems in Matlab including the commands dsolve, ode23, and
odeAb. For our purposes, we need a vector of displacements given by the solution of the
system. Therefore, we use the exponential to calculate the solution. We first define
a vector t of even time steps. We then calculate the solution by using the approach
of equation (1.39). Once we write a Matlab program to compute the exponential of
the matrix A, we are given the desired vector of displacements.

16

CHAPTER II
SYSTEM ANALYSIS

This chapter is devoted to an extensive study of three systems that are related
to the Java applets through animations. The first two sections are concerned with
mechanical systems. There are various numbers of examples which may be expressed
as mechanical systems. For our purposes, we shall study mechanical systems and
their motions through representations of springs and masses. The mechanical systems
presented here initiate multiple applications that have been studied for years. We first
introduce a basic mechanical system and motivate the derivation of the equations of
motion. After a mathematical model is presented, we apply the theory of controlling
the system. We then apply the same theory and concepts to an analogous system
with different results. We may apply the detailed study of these mechanical systems
to the concepts of an actual suspension system. As a vehicle moves along a surface,
the vertical displacements at the tires act as the motion excitation to the automobile
suspension system. The motion of this system consists of a translational motion of
the center of mass and a rotational motion about the center of mass. Mathematical
modeling of the complete system is quite complex. Various types of simplifications
are implemented on these systems to make the mathematics easier. It is important
to note that these simplifications do not alter the outcomes of the systems in any
significant manner. After we present the mechanical systems, animations of certain
mechanical systems are done. We also examine the systems with a given set of values
for the mass, spring constant, and friction forces. The systems are studied for stability
and pole placement. We also use Matlab to solve the system of differential equations
given a particular set of initial conditions. After we find a particular solution, we
graph the solution and see the displacements after various times. After we present
17

the two mechanical systems, we turn our attention to the inverted pendulum problem.
A similiar procedure is applied to the pendulum problem. The Matlab commands
become important when we find solutions to these problems and work with pole
placement. Let us know study the background of the three systems used in the Java
animations.

2.1 A Basic Mechanical System
Consider the mechanical system in Figure 2.1. Assume that the system is Hnear.
The external force u{t) is the input, and the displacement y{t) is the output. The
configuration is a single-input, single-output system. In our system, k is defined as
the stiffness constant of the particular spring and is determined by the material, the
size of the wire, the diameter, and the spacing of the turns. The second component.
labeled b in Figure 2.1, is the dashpot. This describes the effect experienced when
we try to push an object through a thick fluid: the harder we push, the harder it
becomes to move the object. At the end of the spring, we have a mass labeled as m
in our diagram.
,',

/////'/

u(n
m

r^

/('')

U-i

Figure 2.1. A Simple Mechanical System.
18

Our first goal is to formulate an equation of motion that represents the basic
mechanical system. Newton's second law answers the question of what happens to an
object that has a nonzero resultant force acting on it. Imagine a situation in which
you are pushing an object across a horizontal surface such that the frictional forces
are neglected. When you exert some horizontal force F. the block moves with some
acceleration a. If you apply a force twice as large, the acceleration doubles. Likewise,
if the appUed force is increased to 3F,the acceleration is tripled, and so on. From such
observations, we conclude that the acceleration of an object is directly proportional
to the resultant force acting on it. The acceleration of an object also depends on the
mass. If you apply a force F to an object on a frictionless surface, it will undergo some
acceleration a. If the mass is doubled, the same force applied will yield an acceleration
of | . If the mass is tripled, the same force will produce an acceleration of | , and so
on. We conclude that the acceleration of an object is inversely proportional to the
mass. Thus Newton's second law states that the acceleration of an object is directly
proportional to the resultant force acting on it and inversely proportional to the mass
of the object. By using Newton's second law of motion and some simplification, we
obtain the system equation
my-\-by-\-ky

= u.

(2.1)

This is a second-order differential equation. We now proceed in a manner that will
be used throughout this work by writing the system equation in matrix form. Thus,
we may write (2.1) as a system defining state variables Xi{t) and X2{t) such that
x,{t) = y{t)
X2{t) = y(t)-
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(2.2)

Now solving for y in (2.1) and substitutions into (2.2) gives us
OOi

=

2.3)

X2

X2 =

—i-ky-by)-\-—u,
m

m

or
Xi

=

X2

=

(2.4)

Xo

k

b

m

Xi

m

1
X2 -\

m

U.

The output equation for this system is given by
(2.5)

y = xi.

The equations in (2.4) may be written in the form
0

Xi

k.

X2

m

1L

•

b_
m.

"0"

Xi
.^2.

+

1

u.

(2.6)

.771.

and the output equation may be written in the form
y=[l

0]

Xi

(2.7)

X2

By defining these state variables, we have created a 2 x 2 matrix. This method of
representing our system is known as state space. Thus, the system is in the standard
form
X = Ax + Bu

(2.8)

y = Cx + Du,
where
.4 =

0
k_
m

1
b_
m

.B =

0
m
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.C = [l

0] .D = 0.

(2.9)

We now apply some of the concepts introduced earlier to the system (2.6). The
controllability matrix is given by
0

C =

(2.10)

m

m,

We see that det(C) = — ^ . This implies A is nonsingular, which in turn implies that
the rank of the matrix A is two. So the system is controllable. Furthermore, our
observability matrix is given by
1 0
0 1

o=

(2.11)

It is easily seen that det{0) = 1. Thus, our system is also observable.
We now obtain the transfer function for the system. Recall that the transfer
function for a single-input, single-output system is
G{s) =

(2.12)

C{sI-A)-'^B-\-D.

Calculating the transfer matrix from the values in equation (2.9), we obtain
G{s) =

=

[1

[1

o]{

s 0
0 s

m

=

[1

1

_k_
m

_b_
m

-1 r

-1

0]

0

m

m

1
ms^ -\-bs -\-k

0
X +0

}

0

(2.13)

(2.14)

m

m.

0] 52 + As _,. i

-1

rs + ^ 1" "0"
L

m

s

i_

(2.15)

Lm J

(2.16)

The transfer function has no cancelation if and only if the system is completely
state controllable and completely observable. Thus, the cancelled transfer function
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does not carry along all of the information that characterizes the system. So studying the transfer function is another method of determining the controllability and
observability of a system in state space (Ogata, 1990). We have seen that our system
is completely controllable, so arbitrary pole placement is possible. We now turn our
attention to allowing specific values for the variables k, m, and b, and finding the
solution for the system. Assume that k = 10, b = 0.2, and m = 10. Our system then
becomes
Xi

• 0

1 "

.^2.

[-1 - ^ J

Xi

.^2.

4-

"0"
1
.10.

u.

(2.17)

Furthermore, let us apply the control signal u = —Kx = 0.4xi -I- 3.8x2. The eigenvalues of the system become Ai = -0.2 + i and A2 = -0.2 - i. Since both eigenvalues
have negative real parts, our system is stable. In this case, we may use the Matlab
command dsolve to give an explicit solution to the system of differential equations.
This solution is given by
xi{t)

Cie 5 cos(t) + |cie 5 sin(t) -I- C2e 5 sin(t)
(2.18)
_-||cie~5 sin(t) -\- C2e~^ cos(t) - |c2e~5 sin(t)_

Now let us apply the initial conditions. Assume that the initial position of the mass is
ten units above the equilibrium. Then, recalling that y{t) = Xi{t) is the displacement,
we arrive at the initial condition xi(0) = 10. Also y{t) = X2{t) is the initial velocity,
which is zero. Thus, we have another initial condition, 0:2(0) = 0. Solving for ci and
C2 with these initial conditions, we have the particular solution
'lOe"5 cos(t) -\- 2e 5 sint
(2.19)
X2{t)

- ^ e ~ 5 sin(t)

The settling time of the system is the time needed to place the system at the
equilibrium. For systems of differential equations of the form x = Ax, the solutions
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involve expressions of the form e~^^{cos{(3t) + sin{pt)) where the eigenvalues of the
particular system are —a ± j3. If a is a large value, usually a number larger than
one, the expression will approach zero for increasing values of time rather quickly.
If a is a small number, usually a value less than one, the expression will approach
zero slower. For a satisfactory oscillation, a value for a is needed that will cause our
solution to approach zero in a reasonable time. In our example above, we chose the
value a = 0.2. Let us examine the position component Xi{t) in the solution. Figure
2.2 plots the position of the mass at time t. . We see that 2:1(0) = 10, which is the
initial position of the mass. As the control signal is implemented, the displacement
moves below the equilibrium, which for our problem would be xi{t) = 0. The position
then slowly approaches zero as t increases. This action would demonstrate the effect
of the dashpot. It would be worthwhile to examine the previous steps for different
values of a. For instance, if a = 0.02, the settling time for the system is very slow.
On the other hand, if a = 2, then the system has an extremely fast settling time. For
this value of a, the system actually has no oscillation.

Figure 2.2. Position of the Mass at Time t.
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The main obstacle for this problem was to create a program in Matlab that allows
a user to input the maiss, spring constant, viscous friction coefficient, and the desired
closed-loop poles. After these parameters are selected, Matlab calculates the feedback
gain matrix and the control signal. The system is then put into the form i = Ax and
solved using the exponential of the matrix. Two vectors are returned as the solution.
The first vector is the position Xi at time U, and the second is the velocity.The position
vector is then sent to a text file using the Matlab command fprintf.

Once the text

file has received the information, Java must be able to read it. The file must be a
sequence of integers listed vertically with carriage returns in order for Ja\-a to be able
to read it. So the displacements are rounded before sent from Matlab to the text
file. Java is able to read the text file through a series of stream commands. After
the information is successfully retrieved from the text file, the integers are stored in
Java as a string. The string must be converted to a vector of integers before it may
be implemented in any calculations. This is done through the parseint

command

in Java. The displacements are done by taking the difference of successive positions.
The applet is then redrawn with that new position. The animation in Java is very
fast: therefore, increments in Matlab are set at 0.5. The complete Matlab and Java
codes for this animation are located in the Appendix.

2.2 The Spring-Mass-Dashpot System
Now that we have introduced a basic mechanical system with the necessary properties, we now study a similar system. Consider the spring-mass-dashpot system
mounted on a cart shown in Figure 2.3. Assume the cart is standing still for t < 0.
In this system, u{t) is the displacement of the cart and is the input to the system. At
t = 0, the cart is moved at a constant speed. The displacement y{t) of the mass is the
output. In this system, m denotes the mass, b denotes the viscous friction coefficient,
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and k denotes the spring constant. We will first derive the equation of motion and
represent it in state space. This mechanical system is similiar to the basic mechanical
system. However, the motion of the spring-mass-dashpot system occurs in the horizontal plane as opposed to the vertical motion of the basic mechanical system. For
this reason, the spring-mass-dashpot system was chosen for animation.

-*- u

^y

/,.>;:-;;',;,';. •;^';'//;;^';^/'/^>;'^^/^^^^/;^^/^^%%>/ /

Figure 2.3. A System Mounted on a Cart.
Applying Newton's second law to the spring-mass-dashpot system, we obtain
d^y

(dy

du\

(2.20)

or
d'^y ,dy

.

.du

,

(2.21)

We now have an equation of motion that represents the spring-mass-dashpot system.
As before, we need to transform the system equation into matrix form in order to
work with our concepts and theory. We shall obtain a state-space model of the system
y -\

b
m

y -\

k
m

b . k
y = —u -\ u.
m
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TR

(2.22)

In order to accomplish representing (2.22) in state-space form, we must formulate
a model for an n-th. order system of linear differential equations in which the forcing
function, in this case u, involves derivative terms. We may not simply use the method
of representing our system in state space form as we did with the system in 2.1 since
this system equation involves derivatives of both y and u. There are a number of
methods that may be used to represent this type of system in state space form. For
this reason, there are many different possibilities for the derivation. We now proceed
in formulating this new model for representing these more complex systems. After
the general formulation, we will return to our problem of interest in hopes of changing
our system in (2.22) to a state space model. To begin our general formulation, we
first define the following n variables as a set of n state variables.
xi

= y - l3ou

(2.23)

X2 = y - (^ou - Piu = Xi - (5iU
x^

= y - l3ou- (5iu - (52U = ±2 - /?2^

Xn

=

?/"~^ -

/?0W""^ -

/^IW""'

Pn-2U -

(3n-lU = Xn-l -

^n-lU,

where /?o, /^i, /^2, • ' ' , /^n are determined from
Po

=

bo

(2.24)

A

=

^1 - fli/^o

/^2 =

62 - fliA - a2A

^3 =

^3 - ai/^2 - 0'2l3i - azPo

l3n

K -

=

CilPn-1

-
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••• -

fln-lA

"

«nA-

With the present choice of state variables we obtain
Xl

=

X2-\-

X2

=

X3-\- (52U

=

Xn-\-

Xn-l
Xn

—

(2.25)

Piu

3n-lU

Q-n^l ~

aiXn -^ PnU-

0-71-1^2

Thus the system may be written in the form
0
0

Xl
X2
=

Xn

0

•

0 •

Xl

1

•

0

X2

0

•

Xn—1

1

• 3i

'
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+

0

0

1

0
•a„ —a„_i
—an-2

•

Xn—l

-ai_

Xn

u

(2.26)

(3n-l
. ^-

_

with the associated output equation
Xl
X2

y=[l

0--.0]

+

3QU.

Xn—1
Xn

Now that we have formulated a model for an 77-th order system of linear differential
equations with derivatives of multiple variables, we return to our system in (2.22). It
is important to note that this state space representation is not unique. The particular
form of the system in state space depends completely upon the manner in which the
state variables are originally defined. We now transform the system in (2.22) into the
equation
y -f- aiy + a2y = boil + biii -h 62^,
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(2.27)

where we identify ai,02,^0,^1 j^nd 62 from (2.22) as follows:
b
m
k
m

fll

^2

(2.28)

= 0

^^0

b

bi

m
k
b2

m

Referring to (2.23), we have
(2.29)

/?o = 0

A = ^
m

ft = i m

Vm/

Now referring to (2.24), define
Xl = y-Pou
X2

=

(2.30)

Xl - PiU,

or
y

Xl

(2.31)
b

X2

=

Xl

u.

m
From (2.25), we have
Xl

=

X2 + P1U

X2

=

-a2Xi

— aiX2 + A ^ ,
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(2.32)

or
Xl

=

X2 -\

(2.33)

U

m
X2

=

k

b

- —Xl

X2 +

m

m

k_
m

b_
m

u

with the output equation
y

=

(2.34)

Xl.

Therefore, we may represent our system in the form
Xl
X2

0

1

Xl

b_
m.

X2

2/ = [1

0]

m

+

m

-

-

(

b_
m
Vm/
-

)

U

(2.35)

•

Xl
X2

This gives us a state space representation of the system. Note that there are infinitely
many state space representations for this system (Ogata, 1990).
We now study some of the concepts of control theory applied to the spring-massdashpot system. We first examine the controllability of the system by studying the
transfer function. We wish to place the eigenvalues of the system for stability: therefore, the controllability of the system is important. Recall that the transfer function
gives us the relationship between the input and the output. Since our spring-massdashpot system is analogous to our basic mechanical system, the derivation and result
are similar. Two important results are obtained after the transfer function is derived.
By setting the denominator equal to zero and solving for s, we are able to tell where
the open-loop poles are located. This method of finding the open-loop poles is often
advantagous when working with particularly large systems. The open-loop poles will
actually tell us whether or not the system is initially stable. Second, if the transfer function does not have any cancelations, it is controllable. This concept is also
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important when working with pole placement. The transfer function for the springmass-dashpot system is given by

G{s) = C{sI-A)-^B
=

[1

[1

s

0]

=

[1

0] 52

b_
m

b_
m.

k_
m

-1

m

(2.36)

-1

0

s 0
0 s

0]

+D

+0

(-)

m

m

k.

m.

1

S+

+ A5 + A
m
m

(2.38)

-ii)

m

b_
m

m

~7^m

(2.37)

S

(2.39)

- - ( - )

A5 + A
m

(2.40)

m

52 ^_ A 5 + A
m

m

Since we do not use a spring constant of zero, there are no cancelations of the transfer
function. Furthermore, since the transfer function has no cancelation if and only if the
system is completely state controllable and completely observable, we may conclude
that the spring-mass-dashpot system is controllable for any nonzero spring constant.
If we were to derive the controllability matrix for the system, we would see that the
controllability condition would be difficult to obtain for arbitrary parameters. The
transfer function gives us a more precise and timely answer to our question. Since
the system is controllable, arbitrary pole placement is possible. So our system may
be stabiUzed given any initial conditions. We now proceed with our problem by
substituting given values for our mass, spring constant, and viscous friction.
Let us assume that we substitute the values A;==10, 6 = 0.2, and m = 10 into our
spring-mass-dashpot system. Our state space representation becomes
Xl
X2

0

1

Xl

+

.-1 -k

X2
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50

U.
2499
2500J

(2.41)

.Assume that we wish to place the eigenvalues at Ai = — 0.2 -I- z and A2 = - 0 . 2 - z for
a reasonable settling time. Using Matlab. we find that we want our feedback control
matrix K to be
K = [0.0476 0.3792]

(2.42)

so that we obtain our desired eigenvalues. Our spring-mass-dashpot system with the
given parameters and control input becomes
Xl
X2

-0.0010
-1.0476

0.9924
-0.3990

Xl
J9

(2.43)

The initial conditions are derived as follows. As in our basic mechanical system, xi{i)
is the position. So we implement the first initial condition i-i(O) = 5. The second
component is the velocity of the system at time t. This initial condition is given by
2^2(0) = 0. Thus, we have a system of two differential equations with a set of two
initial conditions. In Matlab, we may use the exponential of a matrix to solve this
system of differential equations. After the input is applied to the cart, the position
of the mass at time t is given by Xi{t) with velocity X2{t).

We may change the

results of this problem in a number of different ways. B}' changing the values of the
closed-loop poles, we may alter the response in settling time. Also, in this case, we
may alter the initial conditions to give us a number of different displacements. The
spring-mass-dashpot system is very similar to our vertical displacement in the basic
mechanical system. Figure 2.4 shows the position of the mass mounted on the cart
at time t. Notice that as t increases, the position approaches the equilibrium. After
the system is solved in Matlab. an array of displacements is once again sent to a
text file. Java then reads the text file and calculates the difference between each two
successive iterates. These differences are used in the animation to move the object.
This basic concept of writing to and reading from a text file is used for each applet
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presented. As before, the code for the Matlab and Java programs are located in the
.Appendix. The details of the Java programming will also be studied in detail in the
next chapter.

Figure 2.4. Position of the Mounted Mass at Time t.
We have considered two examples of mechanical systems in this chapter. In each
system, we derived the equation of motion and represented them in state space form.
We then choose a set of desired eigenvalues that rendered the system a reasonable
settling time. The desired eigenvalues then gave us a control signal which was implemented in each system. After the control signal was implemented and the system was
simplified mathematically, we arrived at a system of two differential equations. This
system was given a set of initial conditions and then solved using Matlab. From the
graphs of the solutions of each of these systems, we saw that the solution approached
the equilibrium as our time increased. After the solutions were found, the position
vector was used to calculate various displacements at even time steps. The position
displacements were than used as the animation of the system in Java. Thus, for each
system we have an oscillation and a reasonable settling time.
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2.3 The Inverted Pendulum
The inverted pendulum system is a model of the control of a space booster or
rocket on takeoff.

The objective of the control is to keep the space booster in a

vertical position. Since the inverted pendulum is unstable, it may fall over at any
time in any direction unless a suitable control force is apphed. We consider only a
two-dimensional problem in which the pendulum moves only in the plane of the page.
Assume that the pendulum mass is concentrated at the end of the rod and that the
rod is massless. The control force u is apphed to the cart. As suspected, the inverted
pendulum system has a more complex mathematical model. Once the mathematical
model is presented, we once again study basic properties of controlling the system.
Since the inverted pendulum is unstable, it is necessary to apply a control input that
will stabilize the system. Recall that arbitrary pole placement is possible if and only
if the system is controllable. Instead of algebraically calculating the controllability
matrix for arbitrary values, we simply assign values for the variables and check the
individual condition. Once the inverted pendulum system is in state space form and
the given control signal is implemented, we once again have a system of the form
X — Ax.

After the problem is solved using the exponential of .4 and the given set

of initial conditions, we obtain four vectors. In this example, two vectors are needed
to do the animation in Java.

One vector gi\es us the angle of the pendulum at

time i. and the other gives us the position of the cart at time i. As suspected, the
remaining two vectors give us the velocities related to the two displacements. Given
a suitable control input, the pendulum will be placed in a vertical position. There
are many factors which may cause an initial movement of the inverted pendulum.
As stated before, these factors are referred to as disturbances. Examples of such
a disturbance in this particular example would be a sudden gust of wind or some
other unexpected force. Once the disturbance acts on the inverted pendulum, the
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control signal must be applied to keep the pendulum vertical. As suspected, this
problem is extremely important in engineering and science today. The Java applet
for the inverted pendulum was the most difficult one to accomplish. Unhke the two
mechanical systems, we have two displacements. The displacements are the angle
of the pendulum and the displacement of the cart. Figure 2.5 is a diagram of the
inverted pendulum system.
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Figure 2.5. The Inverted Pendulum.
We first proceed in deriving the mathematical model of the inverted pendulum
system. Define the {x, y) coordinates of the center of gravity of the mass as {xg, yc)Then
XQ

=

2: 4- / sin ^

yc

=

I cos 9.

(2.44)

We apply Newton's second law in the x direction of motion to get
d'^x

d^XQ

dt^

dt^
34

=

u,

(2.45)

or

""S-^^S^^^^^^^^) = ^•

(2.46)

Differentiation of the left side of (2.46) yields
d^:
d^x
M-^+rn-^^

ml (-{sin6)9^-\-{cos e)e]

= u.

(2.47)

or
(M + m)x - m/(sin 9)9^ + m/(cos 9)9 = u.

(2.48)

We now consider the rotational motion of the mass m around point P. Applying
Newton's second law to the rotational motion, we get
d'^XGj

.

d'^yc,

.

.

m^—r-L cos 9 — m——;-L sm 9
dt^
dt^

=

, . ^

mglsinU,

(2.49)

or
d'^
m-—r{x -\-1 sin 9) I cos 9 — m—r{lcos9)
aV
dt^

/sin (9

= mgl sin 9.

(2.50)

Through simplification, we obtain
mx cos 9 -\- ml9 = mg sin 9.

(2.51)

Since we must keep the inverted pendulum vertical, we assume 9{t) and 9{t) are small
quantities such that sin 6* ^ O,cos^ ^ 1, and 99'^ ^ 0. So equations (2.48) and (2.51)
may be linearized as follows:
(M -h m)x -t- ml9

= u

mx + ml9 =

(2.52)

mg9.

We now have a mathematical model of the inverted pendulum system in two equations. We now proceed in representing these two equations in state space form. The
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linearized equations may be modified to
M19 = {M +
Mx

m)g9-u

(2.53)

= u — mg9.

We now define state variables Xi,X2,X3, and T4 by
Xl

=

9

X2

=

9

X3

=

X

X4

=

X

2.54)

We see that 9 is the angle of the pendulum and x is the displacement of the cart.
So we consider 9 and x as the output from a resulting input force u. Therefore, the
output equation is
y

yi

=

(2.55)

m
9
X
Xl
X3

From the definitions of the state variables, we obtain
Xl

(2.56)

X2

M+m
X2
X3
X^

Ml
=

•gxi

Ml

:U

Xi

m

1

We are given a set of four differential equations as our equations of motion.
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Furthermore, we may represent the equations in (2.56) in the following matrix equation:

X2

0
^^"^g
Ml

Xz

0

X4

L-§9

Xl

1 0 6
0 0 0
0 0 1
0 0 0_

0

'xi'
X2

1
Ml

+

X3

u.

0

X4

.

1
M

(2.57)

.

The associated output equation may be written in the form
Xl

2/1
?/2

1 0 0 ol
0 0 10

X2

(2.58)

X3
X4

We now have a state space representation for the inverted pendulum system. Let
us now assume values for the system. Suppose M = 2kg, m = 0.1kg, and / = 0.5m.
Using these numerical values, our system is of the form
(2.59)

X = Ax -\- Bu
y =

Cx,

where

A =

0
10 0
0
-1
20.601 0 0 0
.B =
0
0
0 0 1
0.5
-0.4905 0 0 0

,c =

"10 0 0
0 0 10

(2.60)

For this system, the controllability matrix is given by
0 -1
C =
0
0.5

1
0
0 -20.601
0.5
0
0
0.4905

-20.601
0
0.4905
0

(2.61)

We may use the command rank in Matlab to calculate the rank of this controllability
matrix. Since the rank is four, the system is controllable. Therefore, arbitrary pole
placement is possible. We now move on to place the closed-loop poles to stabiUze the
system.
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Using Matlab, we find that the eigenvalues of .4 are Ai = A2 = 0, A3 = 4.5388. and
A4 — -4.5388. Thus, the system is open-loop unstable. We shall use pole placement
to stabilize the system. We choose eigenvalues for .4 — BK at fii = —2 -\- 3.4642.
/i2 = - 2 - 3.4642, /Z3 = /i4 = -10. We require the system to have reasonably small
settling time and with reasonable damping. In this case, /ii and ^2 are a pair of
dominant closed-loop poles. The remaining two closed-loop poles, 113 and ^^4. are
located far to the left of the dominant pair of closed-loop poles. Therefore, the effect
on the response of //s and 114 is small. So the speed and damping requirements will be
satisfied. (Ogata, 1990) We use Matlab to place the desired eigenvalues of .4 - BK
and find that the desired feedback gain matrix is
K = [-298.15 -60.697 -163.099 -73.394] .

(2.62)

The control signal u is given by
u = 298.15x1 + 60.697x2 + 163.099x3 + 73.394x4.

(2.63)

We now solve our system with the following initial conditions:
xi(0) = 0.1, X2(0) = 0, X3(0) = 0. X4(0) = 0.

(2.64)

Recall that Xi = 9 and X3 = x. Thus. Xi is the angle of displacement of the pendulum
and X3 is the displacement of the cart. When the control signal is substituted into
the state equation, we obtain
X = (.4 - BK)x.

(2.65)

We have taken an unstable inverted pendulum system and transformed it into state
space form. We then verified that the system is controllable with the given implemented values. Since arbitrary pole placement was possible, we calculated the
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feedback gain matrix K that will stabilize the system. We now have a system that
will drive the configuration to the equilibrium position. The pendulum will be in
the vertical position, as desired. When the numerical values are substituted into
our equations, our system in state space form with the implemented control signal
becomes
"xi"
X2

0
1
0
-277.549 -60.697 -163.099

0 •
-73.394

0
148.5845

1
36.697

X3
X4

0
30.3485

0
81.5495

Xl

X2

xs

(2.66)

X4

To solve this system in Matlab, we first define a vector t of even time steps. We then
calculate the solution using the exponential form
X{t) = e^'X{0),

(2.67)

where X{0) is the column vector of initial conditions defined earher. Matlab returns
a set of four column vectors, Xi, X2, X3, and X4. Recall that xi is the angle of the
pendulum and X3 is the position of the cart. We could have used the ode23 or odeAb
commands in Matlab to solve this system. However, using dsolve on larger systems
in Matlab is not usually a good idea. Now that we have the desired displacements of
the angle of the pendulum and the position of the cart, we send these two vectors as
output from Matlab in separate text files. Java is then prompted to read two different
streams for the individual displacements. Through research in the Java commands,
it is possible to send the two displacements as a single file listed in a double column
format. Then, Java would only have to read one file. Representing the pendulum's
motion in Java was the first major obstacle in animating the inverted pendulum
system. It is possible in Java to represent a swinging arc using certain commands
such as the Math.sin

command found in the basic language package.

However,

the information sent from Matlab would have to be altered in many different ways.
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Since the data is already being altered to adapt to the Java coordinate system, this
command was not used in the pendulum's motion. A linear approximation is used
instead of the actual arc motion of the pendulum. Figure 2.6 shows the angle of the
pendulum at time t, and Figure 2.7 shows us the position of the cart at time t.
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Figure 2.6. Pendulum Angle Versus Time.
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Figure 2.7. Cart Displacement Versus Time.
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CHAPTER HI
THE JAVA APPLETS

We now have the mathematical background necessary to accomplish the animations. The programming language Java was chosen to do the animations. It is worthwhile to be introduced to Java and some of the basic concepts used to bring our
mathematical systems to life. For each system, there are basically three types of
applets included. Each system has a simple Java applet, which is not an animation.
These applets represent the initial positions of the systems. These applets are also
used to initiate the animation. Another type of applet simply displays the basic motion of the system as opposed to the actual damping motion. And finally, each system
has an associated applet that uses Matlab to solve the system. Each of these applets
are discussed here in detail.

3.1 Java Basics
Java is an object-oriented program language modeled after C-I-+. The Java language was designed to be small, simple, and portable across platforms and operating
systems, both at the source and at the binary level. Once a Java program is written,
it is compiled using the javac command. If compiled successfully, a class file appears
in the same directory as the Java file. This class file is referred to in an applet tag
in HTML code for a web page. An applet is a dynamic and interactive program that
can run inside a web page, displayed by a Java-capable browser. When it was first
introduced, there were only a few browsers that supported Java such as Netscape 2.0
and HotJava. Today, all recently developed browsers are Java-capable. The important thing to understand about Java is that you can do so much more with it besides
create applets. Java was written as a full-fledged programming language in which you
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can accomplish the same sorts of tasks and solve the same sorts of problems that you
can in other programming languages, such as C or C+-F- Java's extensive capabihties
initiated this project of representing control system motions. Java programs fall into
two main groups: applets and appHcations. Applets, as mentioned before, are Java
programs that are downloaded over the World Wide Web and executed by a browser
on the reader's machine. Java applications are more general programs written in
Java. A single Java program may be an applet or an application or both, depending
on how the program is written. The programs created in this project are actually
both. Since the Java programs read information from other types of programs, they
may be referred to as applets. On the other hand, since the animations are also done
in the Java programs, they are also applets. The interactive interface and the combinations of applets and animations make this type of project particularly interesting.
To fully understand the animations, it is necessary to be familiar with basic Java
programming.
We now refer to one of the codes found in the Appendix. The first code we study
in particular is the class System 1. We will basically run through the program and
describe what the commands accomplish. This is the most basic applet included in
this project. This applet simply draws the mechanical system found in Figure 2.1.
Java contains many different classes of files that are only needed in certain programs.
The import command calls a class that is needed in the particular Java program.
The class awt stands for Abstract Windows Toolkit. This class contains necessary
files such as the graphics, fonts, and color. There are also many different other uses
for this class. Many of the applets seen today use buttons, scroll bars, and text fields.
The awt class contains these commands also. The applet class allows us to use public
methods. The "*" located at the end of the import commands simply allow us to
use any file found in that particular class. Although all of the files are not actually
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needed, it is easier to import all of the files instead of the individual necessary ones.
After the import commands are implemented, any fonts or colors used are defined
here. The color definition in this class creates a dark gray color. Basic colors such
as blue, red, green, white, yellow, and black may be set in the paint method as seen
in the program. The last part of this simple program is the paint method. The Java
coordinate system operates in the following way. The top left corner of the screen is
referred to as the ordered pair (0,0). Ten pixels to the right would be (10,0), and ten
pixels down would be (0,10). There are no negative values on the Java coordinate
system. The basic shapes drawn in Java are rectangles, ovals, circles, lines, and arcs.
With these components and a little practice, one may create almost any shape using
the graphics class. It is also possible to animate any picture taken from the Web. To
draw lines, use the drawLine command. This command takes four arguments: the
X and y coordinates of the starting point, and the x and y coordinates of the ending
point. To draw a rectangle, one uses the drawRect command. This command also
takes four arguments: the x and y coordinates of top left corner, and the width and
height of the rectangle to be drawn. To fill a rectangle with the current color set, one
uses the fillRect command with the same arguments. To draw a circle or an oval,
use the drawOval command. This command takes four arguments as well: the x and
y coordinates of the top left corner, and the width and height. Setting the width and
height equal would give us a circle. You can also fill the circle or oval with the current
color by using the fillOval command with the same arguments. These are the basic
commands used to create a simple diagram.
After a diagram is created, one may use the basic structure of the applet to create
an animation. The simple diagram described in the prior paragraph is an applet.
When we change this program to simulate animation, it becomes both an application
and an applet. We now cover the basic concepts used to create the animation. The
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description of the animation refers to the applet class Animation 1. The first few lines
are identical to the Systeml applet. The first difference noted is the implements line.
By implementing the interface Runnable, one declares the intention to run a thread.
The start method found in this applet simply initiates the beginning of the applet
when the Web page is entered. The stop method erases the applet when the user
leaves the site. We now come to the main difference between the system applet and
the animation applet. In the run method, two for loops are found. The first for loop
declares the value of a variable that is initialized at the beginning of the program.
This variable is defined as zero, which is serving as a counter. The positions yi,
2/2, and 2/3 are then determined. The repaint command sends the program to the
paint method. If you closely examine the paint method, you will see it is almost
identical to the paint method in the system applet. The only difference is certain
parameters obtain the values yi, 2/2, and 7/3. Every time the for loop runs, those
values change by one pixel. Therefore, the picture is erased and then redrawn with
a different position. This action simulates the animation. Another method used in
this applet is the update method. Since erasing and redrawing cause a flicker in
the applet, this method only erases the ares of the applet that are changing. The
speed of the applet is also important, depending on what type of animation is being
created. The speed is determined in the argument for the sleep command found in
the run method. If this number is decreased, the amount of time between painting
and erasing is decreased. These applets created have no mathematics implemented
into the animation. These basic examples were created for those who do not know the
Java language. The threads created in the applets serve many purposes. By declaring
different threads in the same Java program, a programmer may have multiple applets
running individually on the same Web page. Each applet operates independently,
which allows multiple applications running at the same time.
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The Java programming language has many advantages. To some, the objectoriented programming technique is merely a way of organizing programs. Working
with a real object-oriented language and programming environment, however, enables
you to take full advantage of object-oriented methodology and its capabihties of
creating flexible programs and reusing code. One of Java's initial design goals was to
be small and simple, and therefore easier to write, easier to compile, easier to debug,
and best of all, easier to learn. Despite its size and simple design, however, Java still
has a great deal of power and flexibility. Java is modeled after C and C++, and much
of the syntax is borrowed from the latter. If the user is famihar with C++, learning
Java will be particularly easy. Most mathematicians use C + + at some time. This is
yet another reason why Java was chosen for this project. Although there are many
other object-oriented programs that would possibly provide more tools for creating
these animations, Java was chosen because of its versatility with Web pages.
As mentioned before, these Java applets do not use any mathematical equations
to calculate the displacements. The animation discussed previously moves the object
in an oscillatory motion until the page is left. These applets were the first steps in
obtaining the ultimate goal of this project.

3.2 Java and Matlab
The most difficult obstacle in this project was to create an interface in which
Java and Matlab could communicate successfully. The initial problem is concerned
with creating a Matlab program that first allows a user to input all of the necessary
values that determine the characteristics of the system. For example, in the system
described in 2.1, the user would need to input a spring constant, mass, and viscous
friction. After the values are introduced, Matlab puts the system in state space form.
The user is then asked to input the locations of the desired closed-loop poles. As
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mentioned before, these values dictate the speed of the settling time of the system.
Once the closed-loop poles are chosen, a system is obtained of the form x = Ax.
There are a number of ways used to solve this t\'pe of system of differential equations
in Matlab. If an expHcit solution is desired, the dsolve command works well for a 2 x 2
system such as this one. One may also write function files and use ode23 or ode4b.
Through trial and error, it was discovered that using the exponential of a matrix
actually accompUshed our needs in the best possible way We first define a vector t
of even time steps. These systems are asymptotically stable when the eigenvalues are
chosen with negative real parts. So the solution of the system is approaching zero as
time increases. .\ while loop is created to calculate the solution at different values of
t until the difference between two successive elements x{i) and x(2 + 1) is very small.
.A. very small difference between the two values would indicate that the solution is
close to zero due to the nature of the graph. Once this difference is very small, the
while loop is ended. Let us now examine the first Matlab program that solves the
system in 2.1.
The program first asks the user to input a value for the mass, spring constant, and
viscous friction. The closed-loop poles are then used to calculate the feedback gain
matrix K, and the final system is then displayed with the control signal implemented.
The system is then solved given the initial conditions xi(0) = 10 and X2(0) = 0. You
now have two vectors. The first is the position and the second is the velocity at
time intervals of 0.5 seconds. These vectors will be different lengths when different
eigenvalues are used. The lengths depend on the magnitude of the absolute value of
the real part of the closed-loop poles. For example, suppose the eigenvalues for the
closed-loop system are —a ± (3. Suppose that /? = 1. If a = 2. there is no oscillation
to the system. The settling time is very fast; therefore, the mass quickly approaches
zero. Now suppose a = 0.2. The mass oscillates, but the settling time is still rather
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quick. On the other hand, if a = 0.02, there is a large number of oscillations. The
system has a very slow settling time. The type of settHng time desired depends on
the type of problem being addressed.
Now we have the desired vector of the positions of the mass at time t of even
intervals of 0.5 seconds. The next step to allow communication between Matlab
and Java is to send the needed vectors to a text file to be read by Java. To send
the displacements to a text file, the vector is first transposed into one large column
vector. This vector must be rounded to integer values so that Java is able to read
the data. Recall that one unit is equivalent to only one pixel size in Java. The error
inherited from rounding these values is less than half a pixel in size, which is very
small. Also, some of the positions will actually be the same size since the values are
rounded. Since the Java applet is running so quickly, the equal positions are not
noticed by the naked eye. Two more vectors are also created in Matlab that are the
same size as the first. These two vectors are the time and the actual position to four
decimal places. These two values are displayed as the applet is running. The applet
may be stopped at any time by a single click of the mouse button. Once the applet
is suspended, the user may view the position of the mass in still-frame. The current
time and position values are also labeled in the applet. To restart the applet from
that position, click the mouse button again.
We now discuss the commands used in Matlab to write the vectors to a text file.
Suppose we have a rounded column vector of displacements in Matlab. It may be
helpful to refer to the Matlab program in the Appendix that is associated with the
basic mechanical system. In Matlab, the command fopen opens a file located in the
directory specified by the arguments. Once the text file is opened, the user may send
information from Matlab by using the fprintf

command. The arguments included in

this command are the name of the file and the format in which the data is to be sent.
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In this particular program, information is sent as integers with a new hue inserted
after each data entry. After the data is written to the text file, the file must be closed
using the f close command.
We now have the desired text files with the time and displacements sent from
Matlab. The Java program must now read the data and animate the system according
to the solution. The first obstacle is to define the text file as a vector. The data is
treated as a stream in Java. The commands in the initialization method of the
Java program displays the approach used to read those particular text files. The
data Java obtains from the text file is actually referred to as an object. In order
to use the data in mathematical computations, we must transform these objects
into integers. In the paint method, commands are used to read the 2—th object in
the vector as a string. The 2—th object is then transformed into an integer using the
Integer.parseint

command in Java. This method of converting the value of an object

or primitive type into another type is known as casting. We now have the desired
integer values that may be implemented in the animation of the object. In the run
method, a for loop is created that will run until the size of the displacement vector
is at the end. In each loop, the paint method is called. A picture is then drawn with
the given positions. The difference between the i—th element and the next element
is then calculated in Java. This value represents the distance the object moves in
0.5 seconds. The area of the applet that is moving is cut out in the update method,
and the new position is then drawn. This procedure is continued until two successive
iterates are very close to zero.
The flicker of the applets is reduced using the update method in the Java program. Even though most of the flicker is ehminated, the area of the applet that is
being redrawn still has a small amount of flicker. This is a problem with applets that
change at every position. These applets may be created by using double-buffering.
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With double-buffering, one creates a second surface, does all of the painting to that
offscreen surface, and then draws the whole surface at once onto the actual applet at
the end. Since all of the work actually goes on behind the scenes, there is no opportunity for interim parts of the drawing process to appear accidentally and disrupt the
smoothness of the animation. Double-buffering is not always the best solution. If the
applet is suffering from flicker, try overriding update and drawing only portions of the
screen flrst. Double-buffering is less efficient than regular buffering, and also takes up
more memory and space. In terms of nearly eliminating animation flicker, however,
double-buffering works exceptionally well. For more information on double-buffering,
or any other methods used in the applets, refer to any basic Java programming guide.
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION

Java has become a popular programming language just in the past few years. In
addition to the animation and visual capabihties, Java has the abihty to solve complex mathematical problems. Furthermore, since Java is platform independent, these
accompHshments may be displayed on the World Wide Web. New versions of Java are
being developed rather frequently. There are also many types of special packages that
complement the basic Java compiler. The method used in this project included communication between Java and Matlab. Since the information is read from a text file,
other programs may be used to do the complex mathematical computations. Other
methods of communication may also be used. For example, it would be worthwhile
to develop an interface such that communication would be carried out between two
different computers. This is all possible through techniques developed through this
project.

4.1 Results of the Project
The Java interface was developed to be a simple language with powerful capabilities. Textbooks and classroom lectures provide the theory and concepts necessary to
comprehend material of courses taken by students. This project may be used as an
educational supplement in the study of an introductory control theory class, applied
differential equations class, or physics class. After the student is introduced to the
material, the applets may be used to view the actual motions of the systems. The
student is also responsible for applying the appropriate laws in Matlab to motivate
a desired output. Although these applets are concentrated on mechanical systems,
Java has the ability to animate basically any type of configuration.
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The applets created in this project motivate the study of mechanical systems and
the oscillation produced in spring-mass configurations. By inputing different values
for the closed-loop poles, the user may create a desired settling time. Due to the
dashpots and spring constants, each mechanical system presented experience some
kind of damping. There are basically three types of damping one experiences when
changing the eigenvalues. The damped system provides an oscillation of decreasing
amphtude for an extended period of time. The critically damped system has enough
input to bypass the equihbrium point, but has no oscillation. The overdamped system
simply approaches the equilibrium position at a very slow speed.
System design by modern control theory via state space methods enables an engineer to design such systems having desired closed-loop poles or optimal control systems with respect to given performance sources. Also, modern control theory enables
the designer to include initial conditions in the design. Design by modern control
theory requires accurate mathematical descriptions of system dynamics. From the
computational viewpoint, the state space methods are particularly suited for digitalcomputer computations because of their time-domain approach. This relieves the
engineer of the burden of tedious computations otherwise necessary and enables that
person to devote efforts solely to the analytical aspects of the problem. The concepts
of control system design in Matlab and the corresponding visual aspects in Java could
assist engineers in similar problems.
The major goal of this work was to create an effective method of allowing Java
to communicate with a mathematical computing software. Since Matlab's interface
is based on matrices, this program was chosen to correspond with Java. Also, most
students working with system analysis are familiar with Matlab. The mechanical
systems provided by the Java applets yield desirable results. Although the applets
are not in real time, the dynamics are correctly portrayed according to the rules
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established in Matlab. The code for the applets in Java and the solutions of the
systems in Matlab are included in the Appendix for some of the systems. The first
system done completely is the basic mechanical system, and the second is the springmass-dashpot system. Regular buffering was used to partially eliminate the flicker in
the basic mechanical system. In the spring-mass-dashpot system, there is movement
in the entire applet. Double-buffering must be added to the program if one wishes to
eliminate the flicker in the spring-mass-dashpot system.
There are also other applets included in the Appendix besides the two mechanical
systems. These animations show the diversity that Java is able to demonstrate.
The motions of a simple robotic system and the inverted pendulum system are also
included. If one wishes to use Matlab and Java in one of these systems, it is not
difficult to follow the other applets to write a program to do so.

4.2 Further Research Topics
There are numerous other topics that could be extended from this project. One
may create a Java application in which the user inputs all of the information required
in Java instead of Matlab. By using the Abstract Windows Toolkit in Java, one may
create buttons, scroll bars, and text flelds for the input. It would also be worthwhile
to be able to set the initial conditions by dragging the system using the mouse button.
Once the information is set in Java, the program would send the data to a text file.
Matlab would read the text file and compute the necessary calculations. After the
calculations are performed, the data is then sent to a text file. Java can then read
the data once more to do the animation. This would eliminate the need to perform
operations in Matlab and on the Web page.
This method still does not solve the problem of onhne capabihty. Since Matlab
is needed to solve the system, the user would be required to have access to Matlab
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in order to take advantage of the programs. This problem motivates another type of
project. If all of the programs are written in Java, a user would be able to download
the page and take full advantage of the programs. Java applets and appHcations
can communicate with each other in the same manner as Matlab and Java. One
may create a Java program that computes the solution of a system of differential
equations. Any numerical method such as a Runge-Kutta method may be used. This
would completely ehminate the need for Matlab or any other mathematical program.
Once the solution is found in the Java application, the information would be sent to
a text file through streams. The Java applet would then read the text file, and the
problem would then proceed in the appropriate manner. Buttons in Java would be
necessary in order to start, pause, and stop the animations. If all of the programs are
written in Java, the user may have total freedom to view the applets on the World
Wide Web. A more complex project would be implementing two different systems to
do all of the work. One system may be set up to do all of the calculations. The other
system would do the animations. In order to successfully set up the multi-system
network, one must create streams and use UDP packages to send information. This
approach would benefit engineers working on projects with multi-system networks.
Regardless of the approach desired to accomplish the methods of control system
design and representations in Java, the goal of this project was accomphshed. It is
possible to allow Java and other programs to communicate. This fact creates many
possibilities for solutions to problems and the motivation for new inquires in apphed
mathematics and science.
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APPENDIX

import Java.awt.*;
import java.applet.*;
public class Systeml extends Java.applet.Applet {
Font f=new Font("TimesRoman",Font.BOLD,36);
Font l=new Font("TimesRoman",Font.BOLD,18);
Color c=new Color(140,140,140);
//code for the initial basic mechanical system
public void paint(Graphics g) {
g.setFont(f);
g.setColor(Color.red);
g.drawstring("k",350,130)
g.drawstring("m",285,230)
g.drawString("b",350,400)
g.setFont(l);
g.setColor(Color-blue);
g.drawString("System Equation:",530,30);
g.drawstring("my " +by'+ky=u",530,60);
g.drawString("u=control input",530,90);
g.drawString("y=displacement output",530,120);
//topmount
g.setColor(c);
g.fillRect(100,5,400,15);
g.setColor(Color.black);
g.drawLine(100,5,500,5);
g.drawLine(500,5,500,20);
g.drawLine(500,20,100,20);
g.drawLine(100,20,100,5);
//spring
g.drawLine(300,20,300,100);
g.setColor(Color.red);
g.drawLine(300,100,310,110)
g.drawLine(310,110,300,120)
g.drawLine(300,120,310,130)
g.drawLine(310,130,300,140)
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g.drawLine(300,140,310,150);
g.drawLine(310,150,300,160);
g.setColor(Color.black);
g.drawLine(299,100,309,110)
g.drawLine(309,110,299,120)
g.drawLine(299,120,309,130)
g.drawLine(309,130,299,140)
g.drawLine(299,140,309,150)
g.drawLine(309,150,299,160)
g.drawLine(301,100,311,110)
g.drawLine(311,110,301,120)
g.drawLine(301,120,311,130)
g.drawLine(311,130,301,140)
g.drawLine(301,140,311,150)
g.drawLine(311,150,301,160)
g.drawLine(300,160,300,180)
g.drawRect(250,180,100,100)
//dashpot
g.drawLine(300 ,280,300,380);
g.fillRect(277 ,380,46,20);
g.drawLine(275 ,370,275,430)
g.drawLine(275 ,370,295,370)
g.drawLine(305 ,370,325,370)
g.drawLine(325 ,370,325,430)
g.drawLine(325 ,430,275,430)
g.drawLine(300 ,430,300,520)
//bottom mount
g.setColor(c);
g.fillRect(100,520,400,15);
g.setColor(Color.black);
g.drawLine(100,520,500,520)
g.drawLine(500,520,500,535)
g.drawLine(500,535,100,535)
g.drawLine(100,535,100,520)
}
}
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import Java.awt.*;
import java.applet.*;

public class Animationl extends java.applet.Applet
//code for the basic motion
implements Runnable {
Thread runner;
Font f=new Font("TimesRoman",Font.BOLD,36);
Font l=new Font("TimesRoman",Font.BOLD,18);
Font p=new Font("Helvetica",Font.BOLD,22);
Color c=new Color(140,140,140);
int yl,y2,y3,ynew;
public void start() {
if (runner == null); {
runner = new Thread(this);
runner.start 0 ;
}
}
public void stopO {
if (runner !=null) {
runner.Stop0;
rimner = null;
}
}
public void runO {
while(true) {
for (ynew=0;ynew<=50;ynew+=2) {
yl=180+ynew;
y2=280+ynew;
y3=380+ynew;
repaint 0 ;
try {Thread.sleep(100);}
catch (InterruptedException e) {}
}
for (ynew=50;ynew>0;ynew-=2) {
yl=180+ynew;
y2=280+ynew;
y3=380+ynew;
repaint 0 ;
try {Thread.sleep(100);}
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catch (InterruptedException e) {}
}
}
public void update(Graphics g) {
g.clearRect(240,170,130,200);
g.clearRect(277,350,50,150);
g.clearRect(625,190,200,50);
paint(g);
}
public void paint(Graphics g) {
g.setFont(f);
g.setColor(Color.red);
g.drawString("k",350,130);
g.drawString("m",285,y1+50);
g.drawString("b",350,400);
g.setFont(l);
g.setColor(Color.blue);
g.drawString("System Equation:",530,30);
g.drawstring("my''+by'+ky=u",530,60);
g.drawString("u=control input",530,90);
g.drawString("y=displacement output",530,120);
//topmount
g.setColor(c);
g.fillRect(100,5,400,15);
g.setColor(Color.black);
g.drawLine(100,5,500,5);
g.drawLine(500,5,500,20);
g.drawLine(500,20,100,20);
g.drawLine(100,20,100,5);
//spring
g.drawLine(300,20,300,100);
g.setColor(Color.red);
g.drawLine(300,100,310,110)
g.drawLine(310,110,300,120)
g.drawLine(300,120,310,130)
g.drawLine(310,130,300,140)
g.drawLine(300,140,310,150)
g.drawLine(310,150,300,160)
g.setColor(Color.black);
g.drawLine(299,100,309,110);
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g.drawLine(309,110,299,120)
g.drawLine(299,120,309,130)
g.drawLine(309,130,299,140)
g.drawLine(299,140,309,150)
g.drawLine(309,150,299,160)
g.drawLine(301,100,311,110)
g.drawLine(311,110,301,120)
g.drawLine(301,120,311,130)
g.drawLine(311,130,301,140)
g.drawLine(301,140,311,150)
g.drawLine(311,150,301,160)
g.drawLine(300,160,300,yl);
g.drawRect(250,yl,100,100);
//dashpot
g.drawLine(300,y2,300,y3);
g.fillRect(277,y3.46,20);
g.drawLine(275,370,275,530)
g.drawLine(275,370,295,370)
g.drawLine(305,370,325,370)
g.drawLine(325,370,325,530)
g.drawLine(325,530,275,530)
g.drawLine(300,530,300,570)
//bottom mount
g.setColor(c);
g.fillRect(100,570,400,15);
g.setColor(Color.black);
g.drawLine(100,570,500,570)
g.drawLine(500,570,500,585)
g.drawLine(500,585,100,585)
g.drawLine(100,585,100,570)
}
}
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import
import
import
import
import

java.io.*;
Java.awt.*;
j ava.net.*;
java.util.*;
java.applet.*;

public class Animationic extends java.applet.Applet
//code for the Java applet associated with Matlab
implements Runnable {
Font f=new Font("TimesRoman",Font.BOLD,36);
Font l=new Font("TimesRoman",Font.BOLD,18);
Font p=new Font("Helvetica",Font.BOLD,22);
Color c=new Color(140,140,140);
Thread runner=null;
boolean suspended=false;
int y1=180,y2=280,y3=380,ynew=0,i=0,yshift1=0,yshift2=0,ydiff=0;
private Vector sysl=new Vector();
private Vector syslb=new VectorO;
private Vector syslc=new VectorO;
public void initO {
try {
URL url=new URL(getCodeBase(),"sysl.txt");
InputStream inStream=ur1.openStream();
DatalnputStream dataStream=
new DatalnputStream(new BufferedlnputStream(inStream));
String myLine=null;
while ((myLine=dataStream.readLine()) != null)
sys1.addElement(myLine);}
catch(MalformedURLException e) {
showStatus("Invalid URL");}
catchdOException e) {
showStatus("Error: " + e);}
try {
URL url2=new URL(getCodeBaseO,"syslb.txt");
InputStream inStream2=ur12.openStream();
DatalnputStream dataStream2=
new DatalnputStream(new BufferedInputStream(inStream2));
String myLine2=null;
while ((myLine2=dataStream2.readLine()) != null)
syslb.addElement(myLine2);}
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catch(MalformedURLException e) {
showStatus("Invalid URL");}
catchdOException e) {
ShowStatus("Error: " + e);}
try {
URL url3=new URL(getCodeBase(),"syslc.txt");
InputStream inStream3=url3.openStream();
DatalnputStream dataStream3=
new DataInputStream(new BufferedInputStream(inStream3));
String myLine3=null;
while ((myLine3=dataStream3.readLine()) != null)
sysIc.addElement(myLine3);}
catch(MalformedURLException e) {
ShowStatus("Invalid URL");}
catchdOException e) {
showStatus("Error: " + e);}
}
public void start() {
if (runner == null); {
runner = new Thread(this);
rimner.startO ;
}
}
public boolean mouseDown (Event e, int x,int y) {
if (suspended)
runner.resume();
else
runner.suspend();
suspended=!suspended;
return false;
}
public void stopO {
if (runner !=null) {
rurmer.StopO ;
runner = null;
}
}
public void runO {
for (ynew=0;ynew<=sysl.size();ynew+=l) {
yl+=2*ydiff
y2+=2*ydiff
y3+=2*ydiff
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if (i>=sysl.size()) {
runner.StopO ; }
repaint 0 ;
try {Thread.sleep(100);}
catch (InterruptedException e) {}
}
}
public void update(Graphics g) {
g.ClearRect(240,170,130,200);
g.ClearRect(277,350.50,150);
g.ClearRect(625,190,200,50);
paint(g);
}

public void paint(Graphics g) {
g.setFont(f);
g.setColor(Color.red);
g.drawString("k",350,130);
g.drawString("m",285,y1+50);
g.drawString("b",350,400);
g.setFontd);
g.setColor(Color.blue);
g.drawString("System Equation:",530,30);
g.drawstring("my''+by'+ky=u",530,60);
g.drawString("u=control input",530,90);
g.drawString("y=displacement output",530,120);
g.setColor(Color.green);
g.setFont(p);
g.drawstring("TIME:
" +syslb.elementAt(i),530,210);
g.drawString("POSITION: " +syslc.elementAt(i),530,240);
//topmount
g.setColor(c);
g.fillRect(100,5,400,15);
g.setColor(Color.black);
g.drawLine(100,5,500,5);
g.drawLine(500,5,500,20);
g.drawLine(500,20,100,20);
g.drawLine(100,20,100,5);
//spring
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g.drawLine(300,20,300,100);
g.setColor(Color.red);
g.drawLine(300,100,310,110)
g.drawLine(310,110,300,120)
g.drawLine(300,120,310,130)
g.drawLine(310,130,300,140)
g.drawLine(300,140,310,150)
g.drawLine(310,150,300,160)
g.setColor(Color.black);
g.drawLine(299,100,309,110)
g.drawLine(309,110,299,120)
g.drawLine(299,120,309,130)
g.drawLine(309,130,299,140)
g.drawLine(299,140,309,150)
g.drawLine(309,150,299,160)
g.drawLine(301,100,311,110)
g.drawLine(311,110,301,120)
g.drawLine(301,120,311,130)
g.drawLine(311,130,301,140)
g.drawLine(301,140,311,150)
g.drawLine(311,150,301,160)
g.drawLine(300,160,300,yl);
g.drawRect(250,yl,100,100);
//dashpot
g.drawLine(300,y2,300,y3);
g.fillRect(277,y3,46,20);
g.drawLine(275,370,275,530)
g.drawLine(275,370,295,370)
g.drawLine(305,370,325,370)
g.drawLine(325,370,325,530)
g.drawLine(325,530,275,530)
g.drawLine(300,530,300,570)
//bottom mount
g.setColor(c);
g.fillRect(100,570,400,15);
g.setColor(Color.black);
g.drawLine(100,570,500,570)
g.drawLine(500,570,500,585)
g.drawLine(500,585,100,585)
g.drawLine(100,585,100,570)
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yshiftl=Integer.parseint((String)sys1.elementAt(ynew));
yshift2=Integer.parseint((String)sys1.elementAt(ynew+1));
ydiff=2*(yshiftl-yshift2);
i++;
}
}

import Java.awt.*;
public class SystemB extends java.applet.Applet {
Font f=new Font("TimesRoman",Font.BOLD,24);
Font l=new Font("TimesRoman",Font.BOLD,18);
//code for the initial positions for the
//spring-mass-dahpot system
public void paint(Graphics g) {
g.setFont(f);
g.setColor(Color.red);
g.drawString("k",110,120)
g.drawString("b",120,260)
g.drawstring("m",205,190)
g.setFontd) ;
g.setColor(Color.blue);
g.drawstring("System Equation:",530,30);
g.drawstring("my " +by'+ky=bu'+ku",530,60);
g.drawString("u=control input",530,90);
g.drawString("y=displacement output",530,120);
//cart
g.setColor(Color.black);
g.fillRect(30,100,10,200);
g.fillRect(30,290,400,10);
g.fillOval(40,300,40,40);
g.fill0val(390,300,40,40);
//spring
g.drawLine(40,150,90,150);
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g.setColor(Color.red);
g.drawLine(90,150,100,140);
g.drawLine(100,140,110,150)
g.drawLine(110,150,120,140)
g.drawLine(120,140,130,150)
g.drawLine(130,150,140,140)
g.drawLine(140,140,150,150)
g.setColor(Color.black);
g.drawLine(89,150,99,140);
g.drawLine(99,140,109,150);
g.drawLine(109,150,119,140)
g.drawLine(119,140,129,150)
g.drawLine(129,150,139,140)
g.drawLine(139,140,149,150)
g.drawLine(150,150,170,150)
g,drawLine(40,200,140,200)
g.fillRect(140,180,10,40);
g.drawLine(60,175,155,175)
g.drawLine(155,175,155,225);
g.drawLine(155,225,60,225)
g.drawLine(155,200,170,200);
g.drawLine(60,225,60,205)
g.drawLine(60,175,60,195)
g.drawLine(60,195,55,195)
g.drawLine(60,205,55,205)
g.drawRect(170,140,110,110);
g.drawOval(170,250,40,40);
g.draw0val(240,250,40,40);
}
}

import Java.awt.*;
//code for animation of basic motion
//of spring-mass-dashpot system
public class Animation8 extends java.applet.Applet
implements Runnable {
Font f=new Font("TimesRoman",Font.BOLD,24);
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Font l=new Font("TimesRoman",Font.BOLD,18);
Thread runner;
int Xl,x2,x3,x4,x5,x6,x7,x8,x9,xl0,xll,xl2,xl3,xl4,xl5,xl6,
Xl7,xl8,xl9,x20,x21,x22,x23,x24,x25,x26,x27,x28,x29,x30,
X31,x32,x33,x34,x35,x36,x37,x38,x39,x40,x41,tl,t2,sl,s2,s3;
public void start0 {
if (runner == null); {
runner = new Thread(this);
runner.start 0 ;
}
}
public void stopO {
if (runner !=null) {
runner .StopO ;
runner = null;
}
}
public void runO {
while(true) {
for(tl=0;tl<30;tl+=l) {
xl=30+tl;
x2=40+tl;
x3=390+tl;
x4=40+tl
x5=90+tl
x6=90+tl
x7=100+tl
x8=100+tl
x9=110+tl
xlO=110+tl
xll=120+tl
xl2=120+tl
xl3=130+tl
xl4=130+tl
xl5=140+tl
xl6=140+tl
xl7=150+tl
xl8=150+tl
xl9=170+tl
x20=40+tl;
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x21=140+tl;
x22=140+tl;
x23=60+tl;
x24=155+tl
x25=155+tl
x26=155+tl
x27=155+tl
x28=60+tl;
x29=155+tl;
x30=170+tl;
x31=60+tl
x32=60+tl
x33=60+tl
x34=60+tl
x35=60+tl
x36=55+tl
x37=60+tl
x38=55+tl
x39=170+tl
x40=170+tl
x41=240+tl
sl=110+tl
s2=120+tl
s3=205+tl
repaint();
try{Thread.sleep(100);}
catch(InterruptedException e) {}
}

while(true) {
for (t2=0;t2<50;t2+=2) {
xl9=170+tl+t2;
x23=60+tl+t2;
x24=155+tl+t2;
x25=155+tl+t2;
x26=155+tl+t2;
x27=155+tl+t2;
x28=60+tl+t2;
x29=155+tl+t2;
x30=170+tl+t2;
x31=60+tl+t2
x32=60+tl+t2
x33=60+tl+t2
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x34=60+tl+t2
x35=60+tl+t2:
x36=55+tl+t2
x37=60+tl+t2
x38=55+tl+t2
x39=170+tl+t2
x40=170+tl+t2
x41=240+tl+t2
s3=205+tl+t2;
repaint 0 ;
try{Thread.sleep(100);}
catch(InterruptedException e) {}
for (t2=50;t2>0;t2-=2) {
xl9=170+tl+t2;
x23=60+tl+t2;
x24=155+tl+t2
x25=155+tl+t2
x26=155+tl+t2
x27=155+tl+t2:
x28=60+tl+t2;
x29=155+tl+t2;
x30=170+tl+t2;
x31=60+tl+t2
x32=60+tl+t2
x33=60+tl+t2
x34=60+tl+t2
x35=60+tl+t2
x36=55+tl+t2
x37=60+tl+t2
x38=55+tl+t2
x39=170+tl+t2
x40=170+tl+t2
x41=240+tl+t2
s3=205+tl+t2;
repaint 0 ;
try{Thread.sleep(lOO);}
catchdnterruptedException e) {}
}
}
}
}
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public void paint(Graphics g) {
g.setFont(f);
g. setColor(Color.red);
g.drawString("k",sl,120)
g.drawString("b",s2,260)
g.drawstring("m",s3.190)
g.setFontd);
g.setColor(Color.blue);
g.drawString("System Equation:",530,30);
g.drawstring("my''+by'+ky=bu'+ku",530,60);
g.drawString("u=control input",530,90);
g.drawString("y=displacement output",530,120);
g.setColor(Color.black);
g.fillRect(xl,100,10,200);
g.fillRect(xl,290,400,10);
g.fill0val(x2,300,40,40);
g.fill0val(x3,300,40,40);
g.drawLine (x4,150,x5,150)
g.drawLine (x6,150,x7,140)
g.drawLine (x8,140,x9,150)
g.drawLine (xl0,150,xll,140)
g.drawLine (xl2,140,xl3,150)
g.drawLine (xl4,150,xl5,140)
g.drawLine (xl6,140,xl7,150)
g.drawLine (xl8,150,xl9,150)
g.drawLine(x20 ,200,x21,200);
g.fillRect(x22 ,180,10,40);
g.drawLine(x23 ,175,x24,175)
g.drawLine(x25 ,175,x26,225)
g.drawLine(x27 ,225,x28,225)
g.drawLine(x29 ,200,x30,200)
g.drawLine(x31 ,225,x32,205)
g.drawLine(x33 ,175,x34,195)
g.drawLine(x35 ,195,x36,195)
g.drawLine(x37 ,205,x38,205)
g.drawRect(x39,140,110,110);
g.drawOval(x40,250,40,40);
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g.drawOval(x41,250,40,40);
}
}

import j ava.awt.*;
import j ava.applet.*;
public class System9 extends java.applet.Applet {
Color c=new Color(140,140,140);
Font l=new Font("TimesRoman",Font.BOLD,18);
//pendulum system
public void paint(Graphics g) {
g.setFontd) ;
g.setColor(Color.blue);
g.fillRect(140,300,100,100);
g.fillRect(185,280,20,20);
g.setColor(Color.black);
g.drawLine(140,300,240,300)
g.drawLine(240,300,240,400)
g.drawLine(240,400,140,400)
g.drawLine(140,400,140,300)
g.drawLine(195,280,230,180)
g.fill0val(215,165,30,30);
g.setColor(c);
g.fill0val(130,400,40,40);
g.fill0val(210,400,40,40);
g.setColor(Color.black);
g.drawOval(130,400,40,40);
g.drawOval(210,400,40,40);
g.fill0val(192,285,5,5);
g.setColor(Color.red);
g.drawstring("m",260,170)
g.drawString("M",190,350)
g.drawString("l",240,250)
}
}
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clear all
k=input('Input a value for the spring constant. k= ' ) ;
m=input('Input a value for the mass. m= ' ) ;
b=input('Input a value for the viscous friction coefficient. b=

');

A=[0,l;-k/m,-b/m]
B=[0;l/m]
p=input('Input a pair of desired eigenvalues for pole placement ([pi p2]). pdisplayCThe feedback gain matrix is:')
K=place(A,B,p)
displayCThe system in state space form with the control signal implemented is
F=A-B*K
t=[0:.1:100];
r=2;
C=expm(F*t(l))*[10;0];
D(1)=C(1);
C=expm(F*t(2))*[10;0];
D(2)=C(1);
while abs(D(r)-D(r-l))>.001
r=r+l;
C=expm(F*t(r))*[10;0];
D(r)=C(l);
end
Y=round(D');
fid=fopen('sysl.txt','w');
fprintf (fid,'7..0f\n',Y);
fclose(fid);
time(l)=0;
for j=2:size(Y)
time(j)=time(j-l)+.l;
end
T=time';
fid2=fopen('syslb.txt','w') ;
fprintf (fid2,'y..lf\n',T);
fclose(fid2);
fid3=fopen('syslc.txt','w');
fprintf (fid3, '7.2.4f\n' ,D);
fclose(fid3);
for u=l:81
v=[0:.5:40];
L=expm(F*v(u))*[10;0];
P(u)=L(l);
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end
M=P';
plot(v,M)
grid
xlabel('t')
ylabelCxKt)')
title('Mass Displacement at Time t')
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